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Hi-Lo® 500 SmartConnect™
PRODUCT CODE 8850

Video conferencing solutions that fit anywhere. Whether that’s
in the boardroom, within an office
or integrating into an existing
classroom -

Smart
Connect 600
Working height
from 1035
to 1535mm

SAFETY

the Hi-Lo® Smart Connect™ all-in-one Video Conference Suite is
loaded with all the features you will need.

Stability and your safety are always
a priority, we carry out extensive
safety testing of our products design, construction, maneuverability
and all electric components, for
total peace of mind.

Video Conference Camera Shelf and
Integrated Sound bar mount - can be
mounted above or below screen.
Internal Power Management Is fully
integrated as standard, via an internal
4 way power strip that combines 2 IEC
outlets - to power the screen and
peripherals from just one mains input cable.
External AV Connectivity External
connections come via 2 x HDMI, 2 x USB,
2 x RJ45 - found within the mount.
Built-in anti-collision technology - the motor
cuts out and reverses by 30mm and powers
off when an obstruction is detected.
A mobile solution - wheeled into position
and raised to the perfect height, shared
between rooms, easily moved and stored.
Options If you need additional AV storage for
small form PC’s such as the Intel NUC,
we have a range of mounts to integrate them
onto your Smart Connect.

PERFECT VIEW
Perfect view - smooth electrical
operation raises and lowers the
screen by either 500 or 600mm,
accommodating all screen sizes
and ensuring that all users have
good, clear access to the display.

TECH SPEC
Max screen size - from 65”
Max screen weight - 100kg
VESA pattern - up to 800mm wide
and 600mm high.
Electric travel - 500mm creating
working heights between 1035 and
1535mm
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SCREEN LIFTS LAPBANK TL ™ AV FURNITURE HI-LO ® MONO
TABINET ® SPOTLIGHT ™ HIVE ® DESK SMART CONNECT DUO ®

